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Let G be a locally compact abelian group. The Schwartz-Bruhat space of 
functions on G is then defined in terms of Lie subquotient groups. We give 
an alternative characterization which involves asymptotic behavior of the 
function and its Fourier transform, and which makes no reference to Lie theory. 
We then prove the Paley-Wiener theorem for the Fourier transform of Ccm(G). 
The asymptotic estimates which arise are closely related to those used to 
characterize the Schwartz-Bruhat space. 
F. Bruhat [I] h as extended the notion of a C” function to a large 
class of locally compact groups; all compact and all locally compact 
abelian (LCA) groups are in this class. Inherent in this is an extension 
of the idea of a Schwartz (rapidly decreasing) function to any LCA 
group. In this paper we give an alternate characterization of the 
Schwartz-Bruhat space of rapidly decreasing functions on a LCA 
group. This characterization is intrinsic to the group and makes no 
reference to Lie subquotients. This characterization will then be 
used to formulate and prove a Paley-Wiener theorem for LCA groups. 
For the remainder of this paper, G will denote a LCA group, r its 
dual group; G and r will be written multiplicatively. dp will denote 
a Haar measure on G, with d$ the dual Haar measure on I’. If S C G, 
then (S) will denote the group generated by S. If H < G, the 
orthocomplement of H in r will be denoted by H*. 
In Section 1, the properties of the space d(G) are developed. d(G) 
is a space of L” functions on G having rapidly decreasing L” norms. 
J&(G) is contained in Lp(G) for all p >, 1, and is a translation- 
invariant convolution algebra. In Section 2, the space q(G) is 
developed; a function f is in V(G) if f E d(G) and 3 E d(r). V(G) 
turns out to be the Schwartz-Bruhat space, and most of Section 2 is 
devoted to proving this. Most of the basic properties of V(G) either 
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arise in this proof or are consequences of the structure of d(G). 
Finally, in Section 3, the Paley-Wiener theorem is proven. It 
characterizes the Fourier transforms of those functions in g(G) 
having compact support. 
1. d(G) 
The symbol d(G) will be used to denote the space of functions 
MEL” for which there exists a compact set C(f) C G such that the 
following holds. For each positive integer n there is a constant Mm 
such that for each integer k 3 I, 
i.e., the L” norms off decrease rapidly off powers of C(f). 
Remarks. 
(i) C(f) may be enlarged at will, so it will be assumed from 
now on that C(f) is a compact neighborhood of the identity of G. 
(ii) f vanishes, a.e., off (C(f)). 
(iii) If g(x) = f( ye), th en one may take C(g) = yC(f) U C(f), 
i.e., J&‘(G) is translation invariant. 
(iv) J&‘(G) L”(G) C&(G); in particular, L&‘(G) is closed under 
pointwise multiplication. 
LEMMA 1. lfTff~&(G), tl zen f or each positive integer n there exists 
a constant Mm’ such that 
i I f(4l 444 < Mn’k-“. 
C(f P+‘-C(f P 
Proof. Observe that since f is essentially bounded on 
C(f)k+l - C(f)” by MNk-N, it suffices to check that p[C(f)k] < 
p[C(f)]k” for some m. But if y1 ,..., ym E G are such that {y+?(f)) 
covers C(f)“, then it follows easiIy that 
C(f)” c u y?y? *.- ykC(f). Q.E.D. 
i,....,i, 
O<%,<k 
COROLLARY. d(G) C Ll(G), and for all n there exists a constant 
Ml such that 
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PROPOSITION 1. d(G) is a convolution algebra. 
PYOO~. Let f, g E d(G), and let C = C(f) C(g). Then Ck = 
C(f)” C(g)k, so if x[C(g)-llk n C(f)” # 0, then x E Ck. Choose 
Mi as above for both f and g, and assume x $ Ck. Then x[C(g)-l]k C 
G - C(f)k. Thus, 
If*&>l G 1 G-C(B)‘L I f(xy-9 g(y)1 4(Y) + /,(,,. I f(T1)Aw 4-w 
G llfllm JGk-n + s,,,,,,,, If(Y)g(xY-l)l MY) 
< llfllco Mik-n + j- I f(r) &Y-‘)l MY) 
G-C(fP 
< llfllm M;k-” + II g Iloo M;k-“. Q.E.D. 
2. V(G) 
DEFINITION. v(G) = if E d(G) I f E 40). 
It is immediate that f E V(G) if and only if 3 E %2(r). Furthermore, 
since d(r) CLl(r), each function in g(G) is continuous. Since 
L”(r) d(r) C d(r), it follows from the corresponding property 
of d(G) that V(G) is a translation-invariant convolution algebra; 
indeed, d(G) * V(G) C Y?(G). What is not obvious is that %‘(G) # 0. 
However, it will be established shortly that V(G) = Y(G), where 
Y(G) is the Schwartz-Bruhat space of G, and Y(G) is dense inL2(G). 
The definition of Y(G) g oes as follows [4, p. 1581. If G = 
Rn x Tm x Zk x F, with F a finite abelian group, then a function f 
is in 9’(G) if it lies in C”(G), and if P(a)f remains bounded on G for 
every polynomial (in the Rffl x Zk variables) differential operator P(a). 
By the usual methods, this is equivalent to requiring that P(a)f eL2(G) 
for every polynomial differential operator P(8). If G is any LCA group, 
then 
Y(G) = l& Y(H/K), 
where the direct limit is over pairs (H, K) of subgroups of G such that 
H is open and compactly generated, K is compact, and H/K is a Lie 
group. Since H is compactly generated, H/K modulo its identity 
component is finitely generated; thus H/K has the form given above. 
THEOREM 1. 9’(G) = G!?(G). 
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Proof First, suppose that G = R” x Tm x Zk x F, F a finite 
group. Clearly Y(G) C 9?(G), so it remains to check that g(G) C Y(G). 
The proof that follows, while involving concepts of nonabelian 
analysis, is one of the least messy. 
Let H(G) = G x P x T, with multiplication 
(x, xt x)(x’, x’, 2’) = (XX’, xx’, =‘x(x’)>. 
H(G) is the Heisenberg group of G, and is a 2-step nilpotent Lie 
group. Let T be the character of I’ x T defined by T(X, z) = z-l. 
Let rr denote the representation of H(G) induced by 7; then the 
representation space of rr may be identified with L2(G), where 
M% x, 4.m) = +x(xY) fbY)* 
Associated to 7~ is a representation dr of the algebra of left invariant 
differential operators (LDO’s) on H(G) [3, pp. 252-2541. Differen- 
tiating the formula above, LDO’s from G act directly as differential 
operators, LDO’s from r act through multiplication by polynomials, 
and LDO’s from T act by scalars. Thus LDO’s from H(G) act as 
polynomial differential operators on G. 
Suppose f E V(G). Then Jo d(r), so by the Sobolev lemma, 
f~ C”(G), and ofeL2(G) f or all LDO’s D on G. Also, f~ d(G), so 
pf ELM for each polynomial p on G. Thus f is a differentiable 
vector for n on G, r, and T (which acts by scalars) separately, so by 
a theorem of Goodman [3, pp. 273, 2751, f is a differentiable vector 
for H(G). Therefore P(a)f csL2(G) f or every polynomial differential 
operator P(a) on G, and f E Y(G). 
Now assume that G is a general LCA group. It follows from the 
preceding that Y(H/K) = V(H/K), where H is open and compactly 
generated, K is compact, and H/K is a Lie group. Since H is open, 
H/K is a Lie group if and only if G/K is a Lie group. A subgroup K 
of G will be called “good” if K is compact and G/K is a Lie group, 
Since V(G) C d(G), each function in V(G) has support in a com- 
pactly generated open subgroup of G. Thus the theorem is a con- 
sequence of the following three facts. 
(i) If f E V(G), then f is invariant under a good subgroup Kf 
of G. 
(ii) If H is an open subgroup of G, and if f is a continuous 
function on G with supp(f) C H, then f E %?(G) if and only if 
f IH E V(H). 
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(iii) If K is a compact subgroup of G, and if f is a continuous 
function on G invariant under K, then f E V(G) if and only if 
f E @(G/K). 
Since f‘ has support in an open, compactly generated subgroup 
of r, (i) is a consequence of the following. 
(i’) K is a good subgroup of G if and only if K* is open and 
compactly generated. 
Since the topology of G may be given by the compact-open topology 
for functions on r, it follows from (i’) that each neighborhood of the 
identity of G contains a good subgroup. Given this, it is straight- 
forward to check that Y(G) is dense inL2(G). (i’) is a consequence of 
(i”) below. 
(i”) G is compactly generated if and only if r is a Lie group. 
(i”) is implicit in a number of published results. It is, for 
example, a consequence of the principal structure theorem [2, p. 401. 
The proof below shows how compact generation relates to the more 
usual characterizations of Lie groups. 
Proof of (i”). Let C be a compact subset of G, Ii’ a neighborhood 
of 1 in the unit circle T. Let W(C, U) be the neighborhood of the 
identity of r determined by C and U. Clearly (C>* C W(C, U). 
However, if U contains no nonidentity subgroups of T, it is easily 
established that any subgroup of l-’ lying in W(C, U) is a subgroup of 
(C)*. Thus G is compactly generated if and only if r has no small 
subgroups, i.e., if and only if I’ is a Lie group. 
It remains to check (ii) and (iii). Since the orthocomplement of a 
compact subgroup is open and vice versa, (ii) and (iii) are dual to each 
other under the Fourier transform, and are consequences of (ii’) and 
(iii’) below. 
(ii’) If H is an open subgroup of G, and if f EL”(G) with f 
vanishing, a.e., on G - H, then f E d(G) if and only if f lH E d(H). 
(iii’) If K is a compact subgroup of G, and if f ELm(G) with f 
invariant under K, then f E d(G) if and only if f E d(G/K). 
But (iii’) is trivial; also, for (ii’), it is clear that if f IH E d(H), then 
f E d(G). However, if g is any function in J&‘(G), then g jN E d(H), 
due to (ii”) below, the proof of which completes the proof of Theorem 
1. 
(ii”) If H is an open subgroup of G, and if C is a compact 
subset of G, then there exists D C H, with D compact, such that for 
all K > 1, Ckn HCDk. 
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Proof of (ii”). Let y(l), y(2),..., y(n) e C be such that ( y( j)H} 
covers C. Define y/: Zn -+ G via 
Y(i, , iz ,... , i,) = y(py(2p --y(n)% 
Let F = Y-l(H); then F is a subgroup of Zn, so F is free on 
xi ,..., x1 E 2”. Imbed 2” in R”, and let I/ be the linear span of 
h 1 ,“.> xl>; (% >***, 3) is then a basis of I’. Define I] * [j on R” via 
]1(u$ = C ) aj /, and define jl/ * \I/ on I’ via /I\ C c++ I// = C j mj j. 
By equivalence of norms on I”, there exists a constant N > 0 (which 
we assume to be an integer) such that I// x 111 < N ]I x /I for all x E V. 
Let 
D, = Hn [3~(l)-~Cuy(2)-~Cu . ..uy(n)-‘Cl. 
and D = DID, . Suppose x E C” n H. Then x = xlxz a** xk with each 
xj E C, so that X~ = y($) ci for some index ij and some ci E H n 
y(i,)-T; thus cj E D, . Let e(l),..., e(n) be the standard basis of Zn, with 
Y[e(i)] = y(i), and set n = C e(ii). Now x = Y(u) clca *.a c~, so 
Y(V) E H and TJ EF. But ]I v )I = R, so 111 v I/] < A%. By the form of 
]I/ . I/], it is clear that there exist zlr ,..., zik E F such that v = C vj , 
and each /I\ vj I/] < N. But then Y(uj) E D, , so if di = cjY(vi) E D, 
then x = d,d, **. d, . Q.E.D. 
Finally, q(G) has a topology as an LF-space which arises in the 
usual way from the inequalities defining d(G) and d(r). It is 
straightforward to check that this topology is the same as the limit 
topology on Y(G). It reduces directly to the case where G = 
R” x Tm x Zk x F, but in this case Y(G) and q(G) are FrCchet 
spaces, and their topologies coincide by the open mapping theorem. 
3. THE PALEY-WIENER THEOREM 
DEFINITION. Ccm(G) = {f E V(G) j supp(f) is compact}. 
In view of the preceding, one has that 
Ccm(G) = b Ccm(G/K), 
where K ranges over the good subgroups of G. The objective of this 
section is to characterize the Fourier transform of C,“(G) via holo- 
morphic asymptotics, in analogy with the classical Paley-Wiener 
theorem for R”. 
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Let Hom(G, R) (respectively, Hom(G, C)) denote the vector space 
over R (respectively, C) of continuous homomorphisms from G into 
the additive group of R (respectively, C). Define Exp: Hom(G, R) -+ r 
via 
[Exp(h)](x) = exp[lix A(x)]. 
Let pl E d(r). ‘p will be called holomorphic if there exists a function 
CD: r x Hom(G, C) --+ C such that (i)-(iv) below are satisfied: 
6) @(*, 0) = 9)(e). 
(ii) V’x E Hom(G, R), Y E Hom(G, C), x E r: 
QYx, h + 4 = @(x Exp(4,v). 
(iii) ‘dh E Hom(G, C) and x E r, ,z I-+ 0(x, ~4) 
is a global analytic function on C. 
(iv) V’h E Hom(G, C), (x, z) F-+ @(x, xX) 
is measurable on r x C. 
Notice that if h, v E Hom(G, R), and x E r, then by (ii) and (iii), 
z w @(x, h + zv) is holomorphic in z. But if z E R it has the value - 
p)[x Exp(h + zv)]. Thus 0(x, h + d-1 v) is uniquely determined by 
v, i.e., @ is unique. @ will be called the holomorphic extension of v. 
A notion of analyticity is in hand; it remains to give a notion for 
asymptotics. Let C be a compact subset of G. If h E Hom(G, R), set 
and 
“C = {x E G 1 VA E Hom(G, R), h(x) ,( p(C, h)}. 
“C is a closed subset of G, and if C C D C “C, with D compact, then 
p(C, *) = p(D, m). Note that p(C, *) is a gauge on Hom(G, R), and 
“C is, vaguely speaking, the “bipolar” of C. The following result is, 
in this context, an analog of the Krein-Smulian theorem. 
LEMMA 2. Let C and D be compact subsets of G. Then “C n (D) 
has compact closure. 
Proof. We may assume that C C D, and that D has an interior 
point. In this case, (D) is open, so any extension to G of any 
h E Hom((D), R) is continuous. Since R is injective as a Z-module, 
it follows that the restriction map Hom(G, R) -+ Hom(<D), R) is 
onto. It follows that we may assume that G = (D). 
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Furthermore, let K be a good subgroup of G. Since any 
X E Hom(G, R) vanishes on any compact subgroup of G, it follows 
that by substituting G/K for G and CK/K for C, it suffices to consider 
the case where G is a compactly generated Lie group, i.e., G = 
R” x T” x Zk x F, F a finite group. Expanding C if necessary, 
without loss of generality C = B x T” x A x F, B a ball in R” 
and A a “ball” in Z”. But in this case, “C = C. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. If f E V(G), and supp(f) C “C for some compact 
subset C of G, then f E Ccm(G). 
THEOREM 2 (Paley-Wiener theorem for LCA groups). Let 
F E %(I’), and let C be a compact subset of G. Thefollowing are equivalent: 
(i) ‘p = ffor f E C,“(G) and supp(f) C “C. 
(ii) 9 is holomorphic, with holomorphic extension @, and 3D C r, 
D compact, such that V’n 3M, , Vk > 1 and VA E Hom(G, R): 
x 6 D” * 1 @(x, -v’q A)( < M,&” exp[p(C, A)]. 
(iii) 9 is holomorphic, with holomorphic extension @, and - 
VA E Hom(G, R), @(*, - 1/- 1 A) E Ll(r), and 3M, independent of A, 
such that 
II @(., -d.7 X)!ll < M exp[p(C, A)]. 
Proof. (“) (“‘) u =+ 111 is immediate, using the methods of Section 1. 
(iii) * (i): First of all, let 
f(x) = .c, xw 944 G(x)* 
Since q E V(r), it follows that f E V(G) and y = j. 
Now if h E Hom(G, R) and z E C, then 
@(x, zh) = @p(x Exp(Re(+), l/--i Im(z) 
so (/ @(*, zX)l\r is locally uniformly bounded in x. Thus if 1 x 1 < c 
and x E G, the integral 
580/19/I-4 
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is holomorphic in z. Since the formula 
f(x) = ed- d/-1 441 S, AW WY, z44W 
holds for all z E R, it must hold for all z E C. Now suppose x 6 “C. 
Then there exists h E Hom(G, R) such that h(x) > p(C, A). Then - 
letting x = -1/-l t, 
IfWl G exp(--tW 1, I @(x9 4-l WI @(xl 
< Mexp@b(G 4 - Wlh 
Letting t -+ co, it follows thatf(x) = 0. Since “C is closed, supp(f) C 
“C, and f E C,“(G). 
(i) 3 (ii): If x E r, h E Hom(G, C), let 
@‘(x3 4 = lG x(4fG4 exPw--l%41444 
Then clearly F is holomorphic with holomorphic extension @; it 
remains to verify the estimates. First of all, since supp(f) C “C, it 
may be assumed that C = supp(f). Now if G = Rn x Tm, then 
(i) + (ii) is proven in essentially the same way as for Rn; uniform- 
ization to include T” is routine since T” is compact. If G is any Lie 
group and supp(f) C G, , G, the identity component of G, then the 
terms in the estimates depend only on G, , so (i) * (ii) if G is a Lie 
group and supp(f) C G,, . S ince the estimates behave properly under 
translation and finite sums (observe that 
(i) * (ii) for any Lie group G. But this is enough: f E Y(G), so f is 
invariant under a good subgroup Kf , and since K, is compact, any 
h E Hom(G, R) vanishes on Kf . Q.E.D. 
Finally, we note that the assumption “p, E g(r)” above may be 
replaced by: “p, E d(r), and g, is invariant under a good subgroup 
of r.” This invariance guarantees that the function f will have support 
in a compactly generated subgroup of G, a crucial requirement since 
the set “C is generally noncompact. 
EXAMPLE. If G is the additive group of a p-adic field, then 
Hom(G, R) = 0 and “C = G. Fortunately, 9?(G) = Ccm(G) in this 
case. 
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